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About This Game

The game is a FPS in 90's style. Built on Ray Casting technology, but it has a nice graphics, stylized as shooters of the same
years. Has not complicated basis of gameplay; run, shoot and look for an outlet, but during these running you can admire the

trenches and ruins of houses, as well as breathe in pure chlorine.

1914. The Entente is engaged in a bitter struggle with the German Empire. You play as a French soldier on the front line. The
Germans really want to throw your battalion back and brutally attack your positions every day. One quiet night, the protagonist
sensed something amiss... It turns out that the Kaisers surrounded and crushed your position, destroyed a large number of your

brothers in arms and deprived of any hope of salvation.

Features:

- Weapon Arsenal of the WW1

- Classic gameplay

- Old school gameplay

- Epic music

- Graphic design as in Wolfenstein
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- Setting of the WW1

- Variety of locations and environments

- Ability to control the tank
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Title: Great War 1914
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Musrka
Publisher:
Blue Whale Games
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017
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Attacked London while listening to pandora....Song that played Thunderstruck by AC/DC....I hate you pandora.. The songs
themselves are fantastic, but I'm downvoting this because the game has been updated more more songs that have not been added
to this 'complete' soundtrack. I've had to go and hunt down and purchase missing songs individually from other places.

Psyonix has never responded to anyone asking if the soundtrack will be updated from what I have found.. this game is money!!!!
it is an ok game but there is no point to this game the trailer only shows small parts of this.

I have this game and i hate it this is a ripoff but to people out there that like it im not trying to be rude. edit: I should be more
clear-
In my opinion, this game is wrongly tagged. This is a short walking simulator. You can enjoy the art, location, or the
atmosphere. There are some secrets which I thought are pointless and does not reward anything except an achievement.

If you are willing to spend 3 bucks to walk around for 15-30 minutes, go ahead and get this game.. This game is awesome!! If
you love 90's point and click adventure games then you'll love this
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Cyberpong has always been one of the best VR experiences. Great great graphics, cool physics and suprisingly deep gameplay
beacuse of the different padle options you can choose to use with your acquired energy. Physical, futuristic fun. A must have..
Absolutely AWESOME! It's one of those games where you start to play for a bit and next thing you know it's midnight and your
family has all gone to sleep.

I've only been playing on PC without VR, but when I can get my hands on a Vive or Rift I will absolutely give it another go!.
After three hours or so and half of the achievements, I think it's clear that this twin stick shooter is well polished, quite
enjoyable and has a some interesting mechanics. But it's equally clear that game content is nowhere near to deserve it's asking
price.

The free-to-play duration (which I used to play the game) was indeed very generous, but it was also more than enough to discern
any weak points. For me the biggest points are lack of progression and lacking gameplay variation.

The game is not bad, just very overpriced for what it's offering.

The arcade mode is very zen-ish and if you like games like geometry wars or perhaps super hexagon (in-the-zone gameplay),
then you'll probably like this as well.. More Beards and mustaches, 10\/10. Needs a horror tag, their crazy faces scared me so
bad I had to cover up half the screen
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